
Facile Technolab Pvt Ltd

SaaS Development for Event Service

Company

PROJECT DETAILS

A Custom Software Development

B Jan. 2020 - Mar. 2021

C $10,000 to $49,999

D
"They have a really good

communication process."

PROJECT SUMMARY

Facile Technolab Pvt Ltd was hired to digitalize

and develop a multi-project budget management

platform for an event service company.

Technologies used include React, Node.js, and

Microsoft Fluent. 

PROJECT FEEDBACK

The client had been able to

put their new development

projects to work because of

Facile Technolab Pvt Ltd.

Throughout the partnership,

they used agile technology

with daily calls on Skype.

Their most admirable service

had been their good

communication process.
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Facile Technolab Pvt Ltd

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

Im project manager for digital transformation projects

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
Facile Technolab Pvt Ltd, and what were your
goals?

Our challenge was to digitalized and develop a multi project

budget tool on top of sharepoint to manage the full cycle of

budgeting including managing RFP's to and from suppliers

E CEO, Event Service
Company

H 11-50 Employees

F Medellin, Colombia

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 4.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor and what were the
deciding factors?

We did and extensive research in terms of which companies had

the knowledge in the different technologies that involved not only

sharepoint but other technologies we wanted to integrate.

Describe the scope of work in detail, including the
project steps, key deliverables, and technologies
used.

They developed a Sharepoint provider hosted addin with react,

node.js and Microsoft fluent UI

How many people from the vendor's team worked
with you, and what were their positions?

2 People including project manager and developer.

The Outcome

Can you share any measurable outcomes of the
project or general feedback about the deliverables?

We were able to put the new development to work in the first

projects after the pandemic and successfully implemented the new

tool

Describe their project management style, including
communication tools and timeliness.

We used agile methodology with daily calls through skype and feed

back using invision app.
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What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

They have a really good communication process.

Are there any areas for improvement or something
they could have done differently?

Great team

info@faciletechnolab.com

7698060437

www.faciletechnolab.com
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